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JANUARY’S

BOOK
OF THE
MONTH

‘Beauty’
by
Robin
McKinley is a retelling of
the traditional tale of the
Beauty and the Beast.
Perfect for anyone who
enjoys romance and
quick reads! Earn 5
House Points if you read
a review the BOTM!

LAST CHANCE to enter the
NOTTINGHAM-WIDE MyVoice
Creative Writing Competition!
Do you have a wild imagination
ready to be transformed into
words on a page? Do you want to
be an author? Do you want to
enter the MyVoice competition?
Come along to Miss Nagy’s
Creative Writing Workshops @
Tuesday lunchtimes in the Library!

NEW YEAR, NEW
READING RESOLUTIONS!
Do you struggle to find new books to read?
Are you lacking reading inspiration? Do
you wonder what sort of books you should
be reading for your age? If so check out the
new ‘Twelve books you should read before
you leave…Year Eight’ etc. posters,
including the five Top Reads chosen by
English teachers and the Librarian!

CASSANDRA CLARE is the author of
the SHADOWHUNTER series, now a
film and a TV show! The books follows
teenager Clary Fray, who finds out on
her birthday that she is not who she
thinks she is but rather comes from a
long line of Shadowhunters - humanangel hybrids who hunt down demons.

The Yu-Gi-Oh trading card game was named the top
selling trading card game in the world by Guinness
World Records in 2009. Drop in to the Library (LIB2) on
Monday lunchtimes to join in the duels!
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Your guide to…

The Year Seven Quick Quiz Club is targeted at Blue, Orange and
Green level readers who want to quickly read and quiz on
Accelerated Reader books set as homework that week. Bring
your lunch, anticipate some sweets, and try some of the games
designed to get you reading and quizzing faster!

When?
Thursday Lunchtime!

The YABC is for Y9, Y10 and Y11, and
will meet once a month. Members
pick whatever book they prefer,
choosing from bestsellers and recent
Young Adult releases, and Miss
Gregory orders a brand new set to the
library! Members read the book in
their own time, and then chat about it
in meetings!

Do you have a FLAIR for CREATIVE WRITING? A
WILD IMAGINATION ready to be transformed
into words on a page? Do you want to enter the
Year Seven Story-Writing Competition, or the
Nottingham-wide MY VOICE Creative Writing
Competition?
Whether you are PRO or a BRAND-NEW
BEGINNER come along to the Library on
TUESDAY LUNCHTIMES! ALL YEARS welcome!

When?
Wednesday Lunchtime!

When?
Once a month, time chosen by
members!

CREATIVE

WRITING
WORKSHOPS
With Miss Nagy

Once a week the club gets a reserved
computer, an interactive whiteboard to project
images to draw, a room booked only for
yourselves (there will always be enough space
to sit!) where you can also bring and eat a
packed lunch. Plus, if you need any extra
resources, such as colouring pens or pencils,
Miss Gregory can source them for you!

